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RATINGS
The ratings on the following pages are intended to give you further information about the locations discussed in the book and to help you make comparisons
and choices when planning your photographic journeys in Oregon. Obviously,
the ratings alone don't tell the whole story about a location and should be used
only in conjunction with the chapter text.
Using a scale of 1 to 5, the ratings are assigned according to four different
criteria: overall interest of a location (based mostly on its value as a scenic attraction), the location's photographic potential (can you make great images there?),
and the level of difficulty in getting to the location, either on foot or by vehicle.
In many cases, photographic potential and scenic value vary greatly depending
on season, and these ratings are based on the best time of the year for the specific
location. Keep in mind that the road and trail ratings are based on normal, dry
weather conditions; times and difficulty may be very different in winter or before
trails (and sometimes roads) are cleared in spring or early summer.
Rather than just give you my own ratings, I've asked a number of knowledgeable friends and photographers to provide their opinions, as well. The
assessments are based on the criteria below, and I think you'll find the resulting
consensus to be of value in your trip planning.
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Warning: Road Difficulty ratings are for normal, dry conditions. Driving conditions
can change dramatically during or after a rain or a snowstorm. Some forest and desert
roads have deep mud holes in winter and spring, and roads with a lot of clay in the
soil can instantly turn to slime with a little precipitation. As an example, getting into
Leslie Gulch after a rain can be very dicey, even with 4WD. When a road was last
maintained also has a huge impact on its condition; a washboard gravel forest road can
be torture on driver and vehicle and can really slow you down. Always check current
road conditions with local authorities before you leave. In my experience, the high
school girl at the local fast food shop hasn't been down the road you need to know
about, but the folks at the local BLM and USFS ranger stations have good information
and are happy to share it.

